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CHOICE AND PROCRASTINATION*

Ted O’Donoghue and Matthew Rabin

April 25, 2000

Abstract

Recent models of procrastination due to self-control problems assume that a procrastinator considers just one
option and is unaware of her self-control problems. We develop a model where a person chooses from a menu
of options and is partially aware of her self-control problems. This menu model replicates earlier results and
generates new ones. A person might forego completing an attractive option because she plans to complete a
more attractive but never-to-be-completed option. Hence, providing a non-procrastinator additional options
can induce procrastination, and a person may procrastinate worse pursuing important goals than unimportant
ones.
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‘‘The better is the enemy of the good.’’

— Voltaire

I. Introduction

Most of us procrastinate. We delay doing unpleasant tasks that we wish we would do sooner.

Such procrastination can be very costly. We skip enjoyable events in mid-April because we pro-

crastinate in completing our taxes; we die young because we procrastinate in quitting smoking,

starting a diet, or scheduling a medical check-up; and we are denied tenure because of our own,

co-authors’, or journal referees’ procrastination.

There is a growing literature in economics that assumes people have self-control problems, con-

ceived of as a time-inconsistent taste for immediate gratification. An often discussed implication of

such preferences is procrastination.1 These models of procrastination assume that a potential pro-

crastinator has only one task under consideration, and hence the only concern is when the person

completes the task. In most situations, however, a person must decide not onlywhen to complete

a task, but alsowhich task to complete, or how much effort to apply to a chosen task. If a person

must revise a paper for resubmission, she can either respond minimally to the editor’s suggestions

or expend more effort to respond thoroughly. If she is choosing how to invest some money, she

can either thoughtlessly follow the advice of a friend, or thoroughly investigate investment strate-

gies. If she is putting together a montage of Johnny Depp photos, she can either haphazardly throw

together a few press clippings or work devoutly to construct the shrine that he deserves.

In this paper, we develop a model of procrastination in which a person must choose not only

when to do a task, but also which task to do. The model makes a number of realistic predictions

incompatible with the conventional assumption of time-consistent preferences. These include the

possibilities that providing a person with an attractive new option can cause her to switch from doing

something beneficial to doing nothing at all, and that a person may procrastinate more severely

when pursuing important goals than unimportant ones.

We also develop a formal model ofpartial naivete, where a person is aware that she will have

future self-control problems, but underestimates their magnitude. The literature on self-control

problems has entirely focused on two assumptions regarding a person’s beliefs about her future

4 . See, for instance, Prelec [1989], Akerlof [1991], Fischer [1997], and O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999a, 1999b,
1999c].
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self-control problems: That she issophisticated— fully aware of her future self-control problems

— or that she isnaive — fully unaware of her future self-control problems. We believe that in-

troducing a model of partial naivete to the growing literature on time-inconsistent preferences is

an important ancillary contribution of this paper. Economists have been predisposed to focus on

complete sophistication; but since our results show thatany degree of naivete can yield different

predictions than complete sophistication, our analysis suggests that restricting attention to com-

plete sophistication could be a methodological and empirical mistake even if people are mostly

sophisticated.

In Section II, we describe a formalization of time-inconsistent preferences originally developed

by Phelps and Pollak [1968] in the context of intergenerational altruism and later employed by

Laibson [1994] to capture self-control problems within an individual: In addition to time-consistent

discounting, a person always gives extra weight to current well-being over future well-being. These

‘‘present-biased preferences’’ imply that each period a person tends to pursue immediate gratifica-

tion more than she would have preferred if asked in any prior period.

In Section III we present our model of task choice. We suppose that a person faces a menu of

possible tasks. Each period she must either complete one of these tasks or do nothing, without being

able to commit to future behavior. Completing a task requires that the person incur an immediate

cost, but generates an infinite stream of delayed benefits; tasks may differ in both their costs and

their benefits. We assume that the person behaves optimally given her taste for immediate gratifi-

cation and given her beliefs as to how she will behave in the future, where her beliefs reflect her

(sophisticated, naive, or partially naive) perceptions of her future self-control problems.

Naivete about future self-control problems leads a person to be over-optimistic about how soon

she would complete a task if she were to delay now, and hence is an important determinant of pro-

crastination. Akerlof [1991] emphasizes the role of naivete in putting off unpleasant tasks, and

O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999a ] show that even mild self-control problems can cause severe pro-

crastination for a completely naive person, but not for a completely sophisticated person.2 Section

5 . Prelec [1989] discusses how time-inconsistent preferences can lead a person to avoid doing an unpleasant task. Be-
cause he does not look at a dynamic model, sophistication is not relevant. Fischer [1997] considers procrastination of
a task that may take a while to complete. She assumes sophistication, though because she explores long-term projects
she finds substantial procrastination is still possible. Akerlof [1991] does not frame his analysis of procrastination in
terms of time-inconsistent preferences, but his model implicitly corresponds to a model of present-biased preferences,
and he highlights the role of naive beliefs in generating severe procrastination. O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999a] ex-
plicitly compare the naive to the sophisticated model; O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999b,1999c] explore procrastination
with naive beliefs.
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III fleshes out the logic behind these earlier results, and generalizes them by allowing for both

a menu of tasks and partial naivete. We show that for any specific environment there is a lower

bound on the degree of naivete needed to generate severe procrastination. But we also show that

for a person with any degree of naivete, no matter how little, there exists environments where that

person procrastinates severely.

In Section IV, we turn to the core new results of this paper — those regarding the role of choice

for procrastination. The implications of choice for procrastination derive from the fact that the two

aspects of a person’s decision — which task to do and when to do it — are determined by two

different criteria. A person plans to do the task which, taking into account her taste for immediate

gratification, yields her the highest long-run net benefit. But whether the person ever completes

that task depends on a comparison of its immediate cost to the benefits forgone by brief delay, and

has very little to do with either its long-run benefit or the features of other tasks available.

The disjunction between these two criteria can produce some realistic behavior patterns incon-

sistent with conventional economic models. Our first main finding is that providing a person with

additional options can induce procrastination. If a new option has a sufficiently high long-run net

benefit, the person will plan to do this new option rather than what she would have otherwise done;

and if this new option has a sufficiently large cost relative to its immediate benefit, the person

now procrastinates. For example, a person might immediately invest her savings in her company’s

401(k) plan if there were a single investment option available, but might procrastinate if she must

choose from a menu of different investment options because she constantly plans to figure out her

best option in the near future. As Voltaire should have meant by the opening quote (but didn’t),

a person may never complete a good task because of persistent but unfulfilled aspirations to do a

better job.3

Our second main finding is that people may procrastinate more in pursuit of important goals than

unimportant ones, or equivalently that increasing importance can exacerbate procrastination. The

more important are a person’s goals, the more ambitious are her plans. But the more ambitious are

her plans — i.e., the higher is the effort she intends to incur — the more likely she is to procrastinate

in executing those plans. We formalize this intuition by supposing the long-run net benefit of all

tasks are increased either by making the person more patient or by increasing per-period benefits,

6 . Although we, like many people, interpreted Voltaire to be referring to procrastination, a proper reading of Voltaire’s
[1878] statement in the original Italian makes clear that he meant something more akin to ‘‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it.’’
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and identify classes of situations where a sufficiently large increase in the long-run benefits of all

tasks induces a person to procrastinate.

Our model does not imply that peoplealwaysprocrastinate the most when pursuing their most

important goals. Indeed, this possibility requires the combination of self-control problems, naivete,

and multiple options. If any of the three factors is missing, increasing the long-run net benefits of

all tasks makes the person more likely to do a task. Even with all three factors present, increased

importance can sometimes reduce procrastination. But our model shows that any presumption that

people don’t procrastinate on important tasks should be dismissed.4

We view it as neither a flaw nor a virtue that some of our results are paradoxical from the per-

spective of traditional economic analysis. Rather, we are interested in their economic relevance. In

O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999c], for instance, we argue with some calibration exercises that such

issues can be an important determinant of whether and how a person invests her savings for retire-

ment. Investing for retirement is perhaps the single most important economic decision that people

(should) make. Our theoretical model matches what seems to be empirically true: In spite of — or

perhapsbecauseof — its immense importance, many people never get around to carefully plan-

ning their investment for retirement. We conclude the paper in Section V with a brief discussion of

the results in that paper, as well as a discussion of how the intuitions in this paper might play out

in extensions of our model, such as supposing a person must allocate time among more than one

task, or can improve upon what she has done in the past.

II. Present-Biased Preferences and Beliefs

The standard economics model assumes that intertemporal preferences aretime-consistent: A

person’s relative preference for well-being at an earlier date over a later date is the same no matter

when she is asked. But there is a mass of evidence that intertemporal preferences take on a specific

form of time inconsistency: A person’s relative preference for well-being at an earlier date over

a later date gets stronger as the earlier date gets closer.5 In other words, people have self-control

7 . And as such, our model is another example where careful analysis does not bear out the commonplace conjecture
that harmfully irrational behavior is eliminated by (‘‘sufficiently’’) large stakes.

8 . See, for instance, Ainslie [1975, 1991, 1992], Ainslie and Haslam [1992a, 1992b ], Loewenstein and Prelec [1992],
Thaler [1991], and Thaler and Loewenstein [1992]. While the rubric of ‘‘hyperbolic discounting’’ is often used to de-
scribe such preferences, the qualitative feature of the time inconsistency is more general, and more generally supported
by empirical evidence, than the specific hyperbolic functional form.
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problems caused by a tendency to pursue immediate gratification in a way that their ‘‘long-run

selves’’ do not appreciate.

In this paper, we apply a simple form of suchpresent-biased preferences, using a model originally

developed by Phelps and Pollak [1968] in the context of intergenerational altruism and later used

by Laibson [1994] to model time inconsistency within an individual.6 Let �| be the instantaneous

utility a person gets in period|. Then her intertemporal preferences at time|,L |, can be represented

by the following utility function:

For all |, L |E�|c �|n�c ���c �A � � B|�| n q

A[

�'|n�

B��� �

This two-parameter model is a simple modification of the standard one-parameter, exponential-

discounting model. The parameterB represents standard ‘‘time-consistent’’ impatience, whereas

the parameterq represents a time-inconsistent preference for immediate gratification. Forq ' �,

these preferences are time-consistent. But forq 	 �, at any given moment the person has an extra

bias for now over the future.

To examine intertemporal choice given time-inconsistent preferences, one must ask what a per-

son believes about her own future behavior. Two extreme assumptions have appeared in the lit-

erature:Sophisticatedpeople are fully aware of their future self-control problems and therefore

correctly predict how their future selves will behave, andnaive people are fullyunaware of their

future self-control problems and therefore believe their future selves will behave exactly as they

currently would like them to behave.7

While our main goal in this paper is to analyze the role of choice for procrastination, an ancillary

goal is to extend the analysis of time-inconsistent preferences beyond the extreme assumptions of

sophistication and naivete. Hence, we also examine behavior for a person who ispartially naive—

she is aware that she has future self-control problems, but she underestimates their magnitude. To

formalize this notion, let	q be a person’s beliefs about her future self-control problems — her beliefs

about what her taste for immediate gratification,q, will be in all future periods. A sophisticated

person knows exactly her future self-control problems, and therefore has perceptions	q ' q. A

9 . This model has since been used by Laibson [1996, 1997], Laibson, Repetto, and Tobacman [1998], O’Donoghue
and Rabin [1999a, 1999b, 1999c], Fischer [1997], and others.

: . Strotz [1956] and Pollak [1968] carefully lay out these two assumptions (and develop the labels), but do not much
consider the implications of assuming one versus the other. Fischer [1997] and Laibson [1994, 1996, 1997] assume
sophisticated beliefs. O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999a ] consider both, and explicitly contrast the two.
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naive person believes she will not have future self-control problems, and therefore has perceptions

	q ' �. A partially naive person has perceptions	q 5 Eqc ��. In the next section, we shall define

within our specific model a formal solution concept that applies to sophisticates, naifs, partial naifs,

and (by settingq ' �) time-consistent agents. We then show in the context of our model how and

when partial naivete leads to procrastination.8

III. The Model and Some Results

Suppose there is an infinite number of periods in which a person can complete a task, and each

period the person chooses from the same menu of tasks,f � W+2

n. While we permitf to be finite or

infinite, we assume it is closed. Task% 5 f can be represented by the pairESc ��, where if a person

completes task% in period� she incurs costS � f in period� and initiates a stream of benefits

� � f in each period from period� n � onward. While we discuss more realistic alternatives in

the conclusion, throughout our analysis we assume that the tasks are mutually exclusive and final:

The person can complete at most one task, and can complete that task at most once.

The set of actions available each period is� � f ^ i>j. Action % 5 f means ‘‘complete

task%’’, and action> means ‘‘do nothing’’. We describe behavior by astrategyt � E@�c @2c ����

which specifies an action@| 5 � for each period|.9 In this environment, there are two relevant

questions about a person’s behavior: (1) When, if at all, does she complete a task? and (2) Which

task does she complete? Given a strategyt � E@�c @2c ����, let � Et� denote the period in which the

person completes a task, and let%Et� denote the specific task that the person completes. Formally,

� Et� ' 4�?i| m @| 9' >j and%Et� ' @
�Et�, with � Et� ' 4 and%Et� ' > if @| ' > for all |.

; . For simplicity, we abstract away from some complications that might arise with partial naivete. First, we assume
a person is absolutely positive — though wrong whena� A � — about her future self-control problems. We doubt
that our qualitative results would change much if the person had probabilistic beliefs whose mean underestimated the
actual self-control problem. But it is central to our analysis that a person not fully learn over time her true self-control
problem, or, if she does come to recognize her general self-control problem, she still continues to underestimate it on
a case-by-case basis. Second, we assume that all higher-order beliefs — e.g., beliefs about future beliefs — are also
equal toa�. Hence, a person has what might be called ‘‘complete naivete about her naivete’’: A partially-naive person
thinks she will be entirely aware in the future of what she now believes is the extent of her future self-control problems
(since otherwise she predicts she will forget what she currently knows). While alternatives are not without merit —
we suspect that people do sometimes realize that they are too often over-optimistic — we think our modeling choice
here is the most realistic and most tractable.

< . Because a person’s choice in period� matters only following the history withdw @ > for all w ? � , defining strategies
to be independent of history is not restrictive in our model. Our definitions below also rule out mixed strategies; it is
perhaps best to interpret our analysis as applying to equilibrium strategies for an infinite horizon that correspond to
some equilibrium strategy for a long, finite horizon, which (generically) does not involve mixed strategies.
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While the question of which task the person completes and when she completes that task are of

obvious interest, we shall often focus only on whether the personevercompletesany task. Hence,

the strategyt� � E>c >c ���c>c ���� plays a prominent role in our analysis.

Our solution concept, ‘‘perception-perfect strategies’’, requires that at all times a person have

reasonable beliefs about how she would behave in the future following any possible current action,

and that she choose her current action to maximize her current preferences given these beliefs.

Let 	t| � E	@|

|n�c 	@
|

|n2c ���� represent the person’s period-| beliefs about future behavior, where	@|

�

represents the person’s belief in period| for what action she would choose in period� if she were

to enter period� not yet having completed a task. Given the person’s beliefs	t
|, letT |E@|c	t

|c qc B�

represent the person’s period-| preferences over current actions conditional on following strategy

	t
| beginning in period|n �.10 Then:

T |E@|c	t
|c qc B� �

;AAAAA?
AAAAA=

�Sn qB�*E�� B� if @| ' ESc ��

qB� d�Sn B�*E� � B�o if @| ' >, � � 4�?i_ : f m 	@|

|n_
9' >j exists,

and	@|

|n�
' ESc ��

f if @| ' > and	@|

|n_
' > for all _ : f.

The three cases in this equation correspond to three different possibilities of when, relative to

period|, the person completes the task. In the first case, the person completes taskESc �� now, and

therefore she does not discount the immediate costS by q, but does discount the delayed reward

B�*E� � B� by q. In the second case, the person does nothing now and expects to complete task

ESc �� in � periods, and therefore discounts both the cost and reward byq. In the third case, she

does nothing now and expects never to complete any task, and therefore her payoff is zero.

With this notation, a person in period| chooses her current action@| to maximize her current

preferencesT | given her beliefs	t|. To predict behavior in our model, however, we do not allow

arbitrary beliefs. Rather, a person’s beliefs should be a function of her perception of her future

self-control problems,	q, in conjunction with some coherent theory of how she will behave given

such self-control problems. We require beliefs to be dynamically consistent:

43 . Formally,Y w represents preferences conditional on having chosend� @ > for all � ? w.
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Definition 1. Given	q � � andB, a set of beliefsi	t�c	t2c ���j is dynamically consistentif

(i) For all	t|, 	@|

�
' @h} 4@ @M� T �E@c	t|c 	qc B� for all � , and

(ii) For all 	t| and	t|
�

with | 	 |
�, 	@|

�
' 	@

|
�

�
for all � : |

�.

Definition 1 incorporates two aspects of dynamic consistency. First, each period’s beliefs must

be internally consistent: The beliefs must consist of a behavior path such that each period’s action

is optimal given that the person will stick to that behavior path in the future. Internal consistency

implies the person perceives that in all future periods she will have ‘‘rational expectations’’ about

her own behavior even further in the future. Second, the set of beliefs must beexternally consistent:

A person’s beliefs must be consistent across periods, which means that her belief of what she will

do in period� must be the same in all| 	 � . This restriction rules out procrastination arising from

a form of irrational expectations that goes beyond merely mispredicting self-control. For example,

if in period 1 a person decides to delay based on a belief that she will complete a task in period 2

in order to avoid procrastination in period 3, then we do not allow this person to delay in period 2

based on a new belief that she will complete a task in period 3.11

Once we impose external consistency on beliefs, we can simplify our notation: Given	q andB,

any set of dynamically consistent beliefs can be represented by a single vector of period-1 beliefs

	tE	qc B� ' E	@2E	qc B�c 	@�E	qc B�c ����, because for all| : � external consistency requires that period-|

beliefs be	t|E	qc B� ' E	@|n�E	qc B�c 	@|n2E	qc B�c ����.

A perception-perfect strategy is a set of plans where in each period the person chooses an action

to maximize her current preferences given dynamically consistent beliefs about future behavior:

Definition 2. A perception-perfect strategyfor a Eqc 	qc B� agent istRREqc 	qc B� �

E@�Eqc 	qc B�c @2Eqc 	qc B�c ���� such that there exists dynamically consistent beliefs	tE	qc B� where

@|Eqc 	qc B� ' @h} 4@ @ T
|E@c	tE	qc B�c qc B� for all |.

This definition includes as special cases the three cases previously studied in the literature: time

consistency, sophisticated time inconsistency, and naive time inconsistency. A person with time-

44 . The restrictions imposed by external consistency essentially correspond to the additional restrictions which subgame-
perfect equilibrium imposes beyond non-equilibrium backwards induction. By the same token, these restrictions would
be unnecessary in generic, finite-period situations where ‘‘perceptual’’ backwards induction would yield a unique pre-
diction. Previous analyses of time-inconsistent preferences, whether examining sophistication or complete naivete,
have implicitly assumed that people have beliefs that are both internally and externally consistent. Without the as-
sumption of external consistency, even a person who knows exactly her future self-control problems could fail to
exhibit rational expectations.
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consistent preferences is characterized by	q ' q ' �. A completely sophisticated person is charac-

terized by	q ' q 	 �; for such a person a perception-perfect strategy is identical to its correspond-

ing dynamically consistent beliefs. A completely naive person is characterized by	q ' � : q;

such a person believes she will behave like a time-consistent person in the future. Definition 2

generalizes the previous literature by allowing for partial naivete.

In our model, there are two reasons a person might never do any task: because no task is worth

doing, and because she ‘‘procrastinates’’. The following terminology will prove useful in distin-

guishing these cases:

Definition 3. Givenq andB, a taskESc �� isq-worthwhile if qB�*E� � B� � S � f; and givenf,

theq-best taskin f is %WEqc Bcf� � @h} 4@ ESc��Mf dqB�*E�� B�� So.12

A task isq-worthwhile if a person prefers doing it now to never doing anything given her taste for

immediate gratification; we do not classify as ‘‘procrastination’’ never doing a task merely because

no task isq-worthwhile. When there existq-worthwhile tasks, two types of behavior will emerge

in our model: early completion of theq-best task (perhaps with a short delay) or infinite delay.

Because it turns out that early completion is for the most part not inefficient, our focus shall be

infinite delay. Hence, for our formal analysis we define procrastination to mean never completing

a task when there exists some task that isq-worthwhile.13

Definition 4. A personprocrastinates if she follows strategyt� when there exists% 5 f that is

q-worthwhile.

To provide some intuition for why a person might procrastinate in this sense, consider the case

where there is a singleton task menu — that is,f � iESc ��j. If the task isq-worthwhile, then

45 . Because the setE � dujpd{+f>y,5[ ^��y@+4� �,� f` need not be a singleton,{�+�> �>[, is not necessarily well-
defined. IfE is not a singleton, we define{�+�> �>[, to be the task+f�> y�, 5 E such thaty� @ pd{iym+f> y, 5 Ej
— that is, the task inEwith the largest reward (and therefore the largest cost). If eitherE is empty orpd{ iym+f> y, 5 Ej

does not exist, then we say the�-best task does not exist. For a given+�> a�> �, combination, there exists a perception-
perfect strategy if and only if the�-best task and thea�-best task both exist. If the menu of tasks[ is finite, existence is
guaranteed. If[ is infinite, then letting�y+f, � pd{f3�fiym+f3> y, 5 [j be the maximal benefit that can be achieved
for costf or lower, there exists a perception-perfect strategy if�y+f, is defined for allf (i.e., the person cannot achieve
an infinite reward for a finite cost) andolpf$4^�y+f,@f` ? +4� �,@+a��,.

46 . While our formal results revolve around whether a person delays forever, this extreme form of procrastination is an
artifact of our simple model. More generally, there are other unmodelled forces that prevent infinite delay. An obvious
one is external deadlines. A more interesting one is learning — that is, after repeatedly planning to do a task in the
near future and not carrying out these plans, the person may realize the futility of such plans and instead just do the
task now. While it is likely that such learning occurs, we suspect that in real-world situations such learning does not
take place very quickly, and does not generalize from one situation to another.
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the person will want to (eventually) complete it. Moreover, she will have some maximum tolerable

delay_W such that for any_ � _W n � completing the task today is preferred to completing the

task in_ periods. When the maximum tolerable delay is zero — she is not willing to tolerate even

a one-period delay — then the person clearly won’t delay. When the maximum tolerable delay is

greater than zero, the person might delay depending on her perceptions of when in the future she

would complete the task.

Suppose the person is completely sophisticated — she has beliefs	q ' q — and therefore ac-

curately predicts her future behavior. Since in period| she completes the task if and only if she

predicts that she would delay more than_W periods, her perception-perfect strategy must be a ‘‘cycli-

cal’’ strategy: In every period that she plans to do the task, it must be that waiting would lead to

a delay of exactly_W n � periods. Any strategy with this feature is a perception-perfect strat-

egy. If _W ' 2, for instance, there are three perception-perfect strategies —E%c >c >c %c >c >c %c ����,

E>c %c >c >c %c>c >c ����, and E>c>c %c >c >c %c >c >c ���� — and there are three perception-perfect out-

comes — completing the task on the 1t|, 2?_, or 3h_ day. This logic clearly implies that while a

completely sophisticated person might delay for a short while, she won’t delay indefinitely, and

hence would never procrastinate as we have defined it.14

Now suppose the person is partially naive — she has beliefs	q : q — and therefore perceives

that she will behave in the future like a completely sophisticated person with a self-control problem

of 	q. If a sophisticate with self-control problem	q would tolerate a delay of at most	_W periods, then

the partially naive person believes the most she will delay if she doesn’t do the task now is	_W n �

periods. But if 	_W n � � _
W, then in all periods the partially naive person perceives that she will

complete the task within a tolerable number of periods even if she delays now. She will therefore

delay forever. In other words, a partially naive person delays indefinitely whenever she perceives

that her future tolerance for delay will be at least one period less than her current (and actual future)

47 . For any finite horizon, there is a unique perception-perfect strategy for sophisticates, and this strategy corresponds
to one of the three strategies in the text. For an infinite horizon, there can exist an additional ‘‘mixed’’ perception-
perfect strategy for sophisticates. Although we have ruled out such strategies, it is worth noting what they look like.
Let {�+�> �>[, � +f�> y�,, and lets satisfy

��y�@+4� �,� f� @ ��

%
4[
�@4

+4� s,��4s���4 +�y�@+4� �,� f�,

&
.

Preferring to complete the�-best task tomorrow rather than today implies that there exists a uniques 5 +3>4, that
satisfies this condition, in which case it is a perception-perfect strategy to complete the�-best strategy with probability
s in all periods. While this strategy can yield some delay, it does not represent severe procrastination in the sense that
it is Pareto-efficient and does not cause severe welfare losses (as defined below). We conjecture but have not proven
that this is the only mixed perception-perfect strategy for sophisticates.
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tolerance for delay.

While there is only one task in this example, similar logic determines procrastination when

there is a menu of tasks from which to choose. The main complication is that the person must

choose which task to consider completing now, and she must predict which task she would complete

in the future if she waits now. But clearly the person only considers completing theq-best task

%WEqc Bcf� now, and she perceives that in the future she will only consider completing the	q-best

task%WE	qc Bcf�, and therefore in each period the person debates completing theq-best task now

versus the	q-best task in the not-too-distant future. Hence, whether a person procrastinates boils

down to comparing her current tolerance for delaying theq-best task now in favor of completing

the	q-best task in the future to her perceived future tolerance for delay of the	q-best task.

Let_Eqm	q� be the maximum delay_ such that a person with self-control problemq prefers doing

the 	q-best task in_ periods rather than doing theq-best task now. Letting%WEqc Bcf� ' ESWc �W�

and%WE	qc Bcf� ' ESc �� , this current tolerance for delay is given by

_Eqm	q� � 4@ 
�
_ 5 ifc �c ���j

�� � SW n qB�W*E�� B� 	 qB_ E�7Sn B7�*E� � B��
�

.

With this notation, a person with beliefs	q perceives that her future tolerance for delay is_E	qm	q�,

and applying the logic above the person procrastinates if_E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q�.

Lemma 1 formally characterizes the set of dynamically consistent beliefs:15

Lemma 1. For all 	q, B, andf, any dynamically consistent beliefs	tE	qc B� �

E	@2E	qc B�c 	@�E	qc B�c ���� must satisfy:

(1) For all| either	@|E	qc B� ' > or 	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�, and

(2) If %WE	qc Bcf� is not 	q-worthwhile, then	@|E	qc B� ' > for all |. Otherwise there exists

� 5 i2c �c ���c _E	qm	q� n 2j such that	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf� if and only if

| 5 i� c � n E_E	qm	q� n ��c � n 2E_E	qm	q� n ��c ���j.

Lemma 1 states that the only task a person would ever expect to complete in the future is the	q-

best task, and moreover the person will expect to complete the	q-best task every_E	qm	q�n� periods.

In other words, any dynamically consistent beliefs must be cyclical, and whenever some task is	q-

worthwhile the length of the cycle is finite. Notice, however, that whenever_E	qm	q� : f, the first

48 . All proofs are in the Appendix.
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date of completion is indeterminate, and therefore there can be multiple dynamically consistent

beliefs.

Given that there can be multiple dynamically consistent beliefs, there can be multiple perception-

perfect strategies.16 Many of our results state properties of the entire set of perception-perfect

strategies, which we denote by7RREqc 	qc Bcf�. Lemma 2 characterizes7RREqc 	qc Bcf�:

Lemma 2. For allq, 	q, B, andf, either7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j, or for everyt 5 7
RREqc 	qc Bcf�,

%Et� ' %WEqc Bcf�, � Et� � _E	qm	q� n �, and if �Et� : � then� Et� ' �E	t� where	t is the

corresponding set of dynamically consistent beliefs.

Lemma 2 establishes that either there is a unique perception-perfect strategy under which the

person never completes a task, or in every perception-perfect strategy the person eventually com-

pletes task%WEqc Bcf�. That is, for given parameter values there can be indeterminacy solely in

when the person completes a task, and not in either whether she completes a task or which task

she completes. The intuition for determinacy in whether a person will (eventually) complete a task

should be clear from our earlier discussion. If_E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q�, then in all periods the person

prefers what she perceives to be her maximum future delay to doing the task now, and hence she

delays in all periods. If_E	qm	q� ' _Eqm	q�, by contrast, then in some period the person must per-

ceive an intolerable delay, and she will therefore complete the task in that period. In the latter case,

a multiplicity of perception-perfect strategies can arise because the period of completion depends

on the specific dynamically consistent beliefs the person holds, which determine the first period in

which she perceives an intolerable delay from waiting. The final part of Lemma 2 establishes that

if the person delays but eventually completes a task, then she correctly predicts the period in which

she will complete the task (although she incorrectly predicts which task she will complete in that

period whenever the	q-best task differs from theq-best task).

Lemma 2 establishes that the parameters of the model fully determine whether or not the per-

son does a task. Proposition 1 uses Lemma 2 to characterize more explicitly how the degree of

49 . There is a unique perception-perfect strategy associated with each set of beliefsav+a�> �,, but different beliefs can
yield different perception-perfect strategies. We emphasize that the multiplicity does not arise because of reward-and-
punishment supergame strategies. The strategies in the infinite-period model correspond to the set of strategies that
are the limit of the strategies in the finite-period model as the number of periods becomes arbitrarily large, where
(generically) each finite-period situation will have a unique perception-perfect strategy. The multiplicity in the limit
comes from the fact that each perception-perfect strategy is ‘‘cyclical’’, so that (say) a person will plan to do the task
the last period if not before, and the fourth-to-last if not before, the seventh-to-last if not before, etc., and not do the
task in other periods. Such strategies will therefore predict that in a 1008-period model the person does the task in
period 2, but in a 1007-period model she does it in period 1.
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sophistication	q determines whether or not the person completes the task.

Proposition 1. For allq, B, andf:

(1) If no % 5 f is q-worthwhile, then7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

for all 	q, and

(2) If there exists% 5 f that isq-worthwhile, then either a)7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9'
�
t
�
�

for all 	q,

or b) ‘‘generically’’ there existqW andqWW satisfyingq 	 qW

� qWW 	 � such that

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9'
�
t
�
�

for any	q 	 qW and7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

for any	q : qWW.17

Part 1 merely states that if no task isq-worthwhile then the person doesn’t complete a task

regardless of her perceptions. Part 2 considers the role that naivete plays in procrastination in

the more interesting case where some task isq-worthwhile. If a person is sophisticated or nearly

sophisticated, then she does not procrastinate. Intuitively, if a task isq-worthwhile, then in all

periods the person prefers completing that task immediately to never completing any task. Since

a sophisticated person correctly predicts future behavior, she cannot delay indefinitely because if

she perceives that she will do so, then she completes the task immediately. If a person is nearly

sophisticated, then her beliefs	tE	qc B� are nearly identical to a sophisticate’s beliefs	tEqc B�, and

therefore she completes the task when the sophisticate does so. If a person is more naive, on the

other hand, she may well be persistently optimistic enough that her taste for immediate gratification

always induces her to delay.18

In a slightly different framework, O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999a] show that when there is a

single task available, a pure sophisticate (i.e.,	q ' q) cannot procrastinate whereas a pure naif (i.e.,

	q ' �) might.19 Proposition 1 generalizes this result in two ways: It replicates it for the case where

there is a menu of tasks available, and establishes that partial naifs behave ‘‘in between’’ pure naifs

and pure sophisticates.

Proposition 1 shows that in a given environment a person who is nearly sophisticated does not

procrastinate. But Proposition 2 establishes that for any departure from pure sophistication, there

4: . The caveat ‘‘generically’’ is required to guarantee that�� A �, which holds if we rule out knife-edge parameters
where{�+�> �>[, � +f> y, and�y@+4��,�f@� @ �g+�m�,.4 ^�y@+4� �,� f`. In such cases, it could be that�� @ �.

4; . Implicit in Proposition 1 is that procrastination can be non-monotonic ina� — i.e., there may exist an interval
^��> ���` on which increasinga� leads the person to cycle between completing a task and procrastinating. This non-
monotonicity is driven by changes in thea�-best task, which fora� ? 4 can cause discrete shifts ing+�ma�, andg+a�ma�,.
There is in fact a second type of non-monotonicity, driven by the discreteness ofg+�ma�, andg+a�ma�,, that shows up in
later propositions. Non-monotonicities are a pervasive feature of our model, but none of our main results are driven
by such non-monotonicities, and we therefore downplay their role.

4< . This statement is true using the definition of procrastination in this paper.
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exists an environment where the person procrastinates:

Proposition 2. For allq, B, and	q : q, there existsf such that the person procrastinates.

That is, any degree of naivete is sufficient to generate procrastination. A person procrastinates

whenever she believes her future tolerance for delay will be at least one period less than her current

tolerance. If there is only one task, for instance, and the person barely prefers doing it tomorrow

rather than today, then even for	q very close toq the person perceives every day that she will do

the task tomorrow, and thus she procrastinates forever.20

The terms we have used to describe our results — that peopleprocrastinateon a task that is

q-worthwhile — connote that procrastination harms the person. To see why these terms might be

appropriate, we now turn to formal welfare analysis. The meaning of the statement that somebody

with time-inconsistent preferences is ‘‘hurting herself ’’ has sometimes troubled researchers, since

time-inconsistent preferences imply that a person evaluates her well-being differently at different

times. Some researchers (e.g., Goldman [1979], Laibson [1994, 1996, 1997]) have avoided this

problem by using a ‘‘Pareto criterion’’, under which one stream of utilities is considered unambigu-

ously better than another only if it is preferred by the person fromall time perspectives.

Definition 5. A strategyt is Pareto-efficientif there does not exist an alternative strategyt
� such

thatL |Et�c qc B� � L |Etc qc B� for all | andL |Et�c qc B� : L |Etc qc B� for some|, where

L |Etc qc B� �

;AA?
AA=

�Sn qB�*E�� B� if %Et� ' ESc �� and� Et� ' |
qB�Et�3| E�Sn B�*E� � B�� if %Et� ' ESc �� and� Et� : |

0 if %Et� ' >

� n qB�*E�� B� if %Et� ' ESc �� and� Et� 	 |.

53 . Consider the implications for procrastination of allowing mixed strategies for partial naifs. ‘‘Generically’’ a person
cannot be indifferent between doing the�-best task now and doing thea�-best task in some future period. Hence, a
person can mix only if she has mixed beliefs. But our earlier discussion implies that ifg+a�ma�, A 3, mixed beliefs
indeed exist. However, according to these beliefs the (long-run) continuation payoff beginning next period must be
just sufficient to make a person with self-control problema� indifferent between doing a task now versus waiting. But
this means that a person with self-control problem� ? a� will strictly prefer to wait. We can conclude that whenever
g+a�ma�, A 3, (under a more general definition) there exists a perception-perfect strategy based on mixed beliefs wherein
the person procrastinates. We do not focus on such strategies because they make the analysis somewhat trivial — e.g.,
procrastination for anya� A � — and we don’t feel that they are particularly realistic. We also remind the reader that
such strategies are ruled out by a long, finite horizon.
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We shall also judge welfare by a second criterion that allows us to evaluate not just whether a

person is hurting herself, but also how severely she is doing so.21 A person’s long-run utility —

for whichq is irrelevant — isLu-Etc B� � L
�Etc�c B�. We define a person’s ‘‘welfare loss’’ as the

difference between her actual long-run utility and her best possible long-run utility. We normalize

the difference by dividing bySW, the cost of the long-run-best task, so that the welfare loss does not

depend arbitrarily on the unit used to measure costs and benefits.22

Definition 6. Let LW

� 4@ �t L
u- E�tc B� and letSW be the cost of the task chosen (immediately) to

maximizeLu- E�tc B�. If a person follows strategyt, then herwelfare lossis

`uEtc B� �
�
L

W

� L
u-Etc B�

��
S
W.

In what follows, we say that a welfare loss of̀uEtc B� 	 E� � q�*q is ‘‘small’’. A welfare

loss of E� � q�*q corresponds to the maximum possible welfare loss from a single episode of

pursuing immediate gratification. For instance, it is the maximum welfare loss a person can suffer

when she does theq-best task rather than the long-run-best task in period 1, and it is the maximum

welfare loss a person could suffer if she were hypothetically forced to commit in period 1 to her

most preferred lifetime behavior path. Our focus is on the more dramatic examples of harmful

procrastination where a person repeatedly chooses to pursue immediate gratification rather than

long-run welfare, in which case she can suffer welfare losses significantly larger thanE�� q�*q.

The following proposition characterizes how a person can hurt herself according to our two

welfare criteria:

54 . More generally, we feel the Pareto criterion is too conservative an approach to intrapersonal welfare analysis. Just as
for interpersonal comparisons where the Pareto criterion refuses to call a reallocation that barely hurts one person and
enormously helps everyone else an improvement, the Pareto criterion refuses to rank strategies when one perspective
barely prefers one strategy and all other perspectives vastly prefer a second strategy. For example, suppose there are
two tasks,{4> with f4 @ 3 andy4 @ 4> and{5, with f5 @ 4> 333>333>333> 333 andy5 @ 4=34. Unless� is very
close to4, doing task{4 immediately is clearly better than doing task{5 immediately; and yet for any�, doing task
{5 immediately is not Pareto-dominated by{4. Furthermore, the Pareto criterion’s unwillingness to designate{5 as
inefficientholds even for time-consistent agents.

55 . If all rewards and costs are multiplied by some factorn A 3, the set of perception-perfect strategies does not change.
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Proposition 3. For allq, 	q, B, andf:

(1) If 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

, then

(a) t� is Pareto-inefficient if and only if it is procrastination; and

(b)`u
�
t
�
�
: E�� q�*q only if t� is procrastination.

(2) If 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9'
�
t
�
�

, then

(a) There existst 57RREqc 	qc Bcf� that is Pareto-efficient and has̀u Et� 	 E�� q�*q;

(b) Any t 57RREqc 	qc Bcf� is Pareto-inefficient if and only if� Et� : _Eqmq�n �; and

(c) For anyt 57RREqc 	qc Bcf�,`u Et� : E�� q�*q only if � Et� : _Eqmq� n �.

Part 1 describes whether a person hurts herself when she never completes any task. If a person

never completes a task merely because no task isq-worthwhile, then she is following her period-1

self ’s most preferred path of behavior, and therefore does not hurt herself by either criterion. In

contrast, if she never completes a task when some task isq-worthwhile, thenevery period-self

prefers to complete theq-best task in period 1 as opposed to doing nothing. In this case, never

completing a task is clearly Pareto inefficient; it may or may not cause a large welfare loss.

Part 2 describes whether a person hurts herself in cases where she does eventually complete some

task. In this case there exists at least one perception-perfect strategy under which the person does

not harm herself. In particular, doing theq-best task in period 1 is a perception-perfect strategy,

and by definition doing theq-best task right away does not cause severe harm. But there may exist

other perception-perfect strategies under which the person does harm herself because the period-1

self would have preferred to do theq-best task right away rather than delay doing theq-best task

until period� Et� — which holds whenever� Et� : _Eqmq�n�. The source of harm is that, although

the person correctly predicts when she will do a task, she incorrectly predicts that she will complete

the	q-best task, which can lead her to tolerate too long a delay.

Combining Proposition 3 with our earlier results yields conclusions about the role of naivete

in causing welfare harm. Since a completely sophisticated person never procrastinates, and also

correctly predicts which task she would do in the future, Proposition 3 implies that a completely

sophisticated person never severely hurts herself. But since Proposition 2 implies that anyone not

completely sophisticated can procrastinate, Proposition 3 also implies that anyone not completely

sophisticated can behave Pareto inefficiently. Although Proposition 3 does not imply that naive

procrastination always causes severe harm, the following Proposition shows that there is no upper

bound on the harm caused by naive procrastination:
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Proposition 4. For anyq and any	q : q:

(1) For anyB, there existsf such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

and`u
�
t
�
�
: E� � q�*q, and

(2) For any~ : f, there existf andB such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

and`u
�
t
�
�
: ~.

Hence, just as the behavioral results above extend earlier results about one-task, fully naive

procrastination, so too do these results extend earlier welfare results: A person can severely harm

herself if and only if she is to some degree naive.

IV. Choice and Procrastination

Section III shows that the principles developed in Akerlof [1991] and O’Donoghue and Rabin

[1999a ] for the case of only one task and extreme naivete extend to multiple tasks and partial

naivete. In this section, we turn to the core new results of our paper, which illustrate aspects of

procrastination that pertain specifically to the presence of more than one option.

The implications of choice for procrastination derive from the fact that the two aspects of a

person’s decision — which task to do and when to do it — are determined by two different criteria.

The person decides which task to do according to long-term net benefits, choosing the task that

maximizesqB�*E� � B� � S. But whether the person delays doing this task has little to do with

the long-term net benefit. Rather, it is (primarily) determined by comparing the cost of the chosen

task to itsshort-run, per-period benefit.23 Lemma 3 emphasizes the disjunction between these two

criteria.

Lemma 3. For allq, 	q : q, B andf such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j:

(1) Supposef � andB� satisfyf �
' i}ESc �� m ESc �� 5 fj for some function} with }ESc �� '

ES�c ��� only if qB���*E�� B��� S� ' qB�*E�� B�� S. Then%WEqc B�cf �� ' }E%WEqc Bcf��, but

7RREqc 	qc B�cf �� ' it�j if }E%WEqc Bcf�� � ESWc �W� is such that�W*SW 	
�
� � qB�*	q

�1
EqB��.

(2) There existsf � andB� that satisfy (i)f � ' i}ESc �� m ESc �� 5 fj for some function} with

}ESc �� ' ES�c ��� only if qB���*E��B��� S� ' qB�*E�� B�� S and (ii)}E%WEqc Bcf�� � ESWc �W�

is such that�W*SW 	
�
�� qB�*	q

�1
EqB��.

56 . The disclaimer ‘‘primarily’’ comes from the fact that the person is not necessarily deciding when to do the�-best task,
but rather choosing between doing the�-best task today vs. thea�-best task later. But since from today’s perspective
completing thea�-best task in the future can only look better than completing the�-best task in the future, this effect
only makes procrastination more likely than connoted by the intuition we emphasize.
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Lemma 3 examines transformations of the person’s choice set that hold constant the long-term

net benefits of all tasks. Part 1 states that such a transformation does not change what task the

person plans to do, and yet induces procrastination if it makes theq-best task sufficiently more

costly relative to its per-period benefit (regardless of how it affects�*S for any other task). Part 2

establishes that there always exists such a transformation that induces procrastination. Lemma 3

therefore implies that no matter how large the long-run net benefit of theq-best task, a person will

procrastinate if its cost is sufficiently large relative to its per-period benefit.

Our first main finding regarding the role of choice for procrastination is that providing additional

options to a person who is not procrastinating can in fact induce procrastination. Consider, for

example, a person who would complete task%� � ES�c ��� immediately if it were the only task

available. Suppose we offer this person an additional option%2 � ES2c �2� that becomes both

theq-best task (becauseqB�2*E� � B� � S2 : qB��*E� � B� � S�) and the	q-best task (because

	qB�2*E�� B��S2 : 	qB��*E��B�� S�). In her own mind, the person’s decision now boils down to

when to do task%2, and the availability of task%� is completely irrelevant. But ifS2 is sufficiently

large relative to�2, the person will never complete task%2. Hence, the person might procrastinate

when tasks%� and%2 are both available, even though she would complete%� if it were the only

task available.

Of course, this behavior violates one of the core axioms of revealed-preference theory — that

additional options should not change choice among existing options. The source of this violation

is the person’s naive belief that she will soon do the new option when in fact she won’t. The person

intendsto adhere to the weak axiom of revealed preference, but fails to follow through. Proposition

5 formalizes the role of naivete in this phenomenon:

Proposition 5. For allq, 	q, B andf such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j:

(1) If 	q ' q, 7RREqc 	qc Bcf �� 9' it�j for all f �
� f; and

(2) If 	q : q, there exists task%� such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf ^ i%�j� ' it�j.

Part 1 establishes that a fully sophisticated person cannot be induced to procrastinate by provid-

ing more options. A sophisticated person completes a task whenever there is a task worth com-

pleting. If the initial menu contains an option worth completing, so does any superset. Part 2

establishes, however, that forany degree of naivete and any menu of tasks there exists a task that

when added to this menu induces procrastination. The logic behind this result is exactly as above:
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To induce procrastination, we merely add an option that yields higher long-term net benefits than

existing options but has a high cost relative to its per-period benefit.24

Our second main finding regarding the role of choice for procrastination is that people may

procrastinate more in pursuit of important goals than unimportant ones, or equivalently that in-

creasing importance can exacerbate procrastination. This result is best demonstrated with a simple

numerical example:

Example: Supposeq ' f�S and	q ' �.

(1) If B ' �H andf � i%� ' Efc ���c %2 ' Eefc 2f�j, the person completes task%� immediately.

(2a) If B ' �b andf � i%� ' Efc ���c %2 ' Eefc 2f�j, the person procrastinates.

(2b) If B ' �H andf � i%�

�
' Efc 22�c %�

2
' Eefc ef�j, the person procrastinates.

(3) If B ' �H andf � i%��

�
' Efcee�c %��

2
' Eefc Hf�j, the person completes task%��

2
immediately.

In this example, Cases 2a and 2b represent two ways in which it might become more important

relative to Case 1 that the person do something. Case 2a is identical to Case 1 except for increasing

B from �H to �b; and Case 2b is identical to Case 1 except for doubling the per-period benefit from

each task. Both transformations increase the present discounted value of rewards for each possible

cost. How do these transformations affect behavior? In Case 1, the person plans to complete

task%� — it is both theq-best task and the	q-best task — and does so immediately. Each of

the transformations makes the person plan to instead complete task%2. Unfortunately, for each

transformation the immediate cost of task%2 is sufficiently large relative to its per-period benefit

(even after the transformation) that the person procrastinates.

This example illustrates the basic intuition behind our importance-exacerbates-procrastination

results: The more important a person’s goals, the higher the cost she wishes to incur in pursuit of

those goals, but she tends to procrastinate more on higher-cost tasks. While the example illustrates

that increasing importance can exacerbate procrastination, this phenomenon is of course not uni-

versal. For instance, while Case 2b shows that doubling the per-period benefit of each task induces

procrastination by changing the person’s preferred task from%� to %2, Case 3 shows that doubling

the per-period benefit of each task once more eliminates procrastination — this time by motivating

the person to complete%2 right away. The remainder of this section explores under what conditions

57 . There are of course welfare analogues to the behavioral results of Proposition 5: While additional choices cannot
severely harm a sophisticate, there is no limit to how much additional choices can harm a partial naif, because no matter
how well off some initial set of choices makes her, adding an option can induce procrastination.
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increased importance induces procrastination.

The above example illustrates two ways in which a person’s goals might become more impor-

tant: the person might become more patient, or the per-period benefit from each task cost might

become larger. The example also clearly shows how the importance-exacerbates-procrastination

phenomenon relies on there being a menu of options. Indeed, in the one-task context, increasing

importance reduces the likelihood of procrastination (with a minor caveat):

Proposition 6. Consider a person who faces singleton menuf � iESc ��j:

(1) When	q ' �, 7RREqc 	qc Bc ESc ��� 9' it�j if and only if �*S � E��qB�*EqB�, or equivalently

if and only if B � S*Eq� n qS�; and

(2) When	q 	 �, 7RREqc 	qc Bc ESc ��� 9' it�j if �*S � E� � qB�*EqB�, or equivalently ifB �

S*Eq� n qS�; and7RREqc 	qc Bc ESc ��� ' it�j if �*S 	
�
�� qB*	q

�
*EqB�, or equivalently if

B 	 S
1�

q� n qS*	q
�

.

Part 1 says that when there is just one task, as the person becomes more patient (B increases) or as

the per-period benefit of the task increases relative to the cost (�*S increases), a completely naive

person always becomes less likely to procrastinate.25 A completely naive person always thinks

she will do the task next period if she waits now, and as either a person becomes more patient or

the magnitude of benefits relative to costs increases, the person becomes more and more likely to

prefer doing the task now to doing it next period. Part 2 establishes that a similar result holds when

	q 	 � in the sense that forB or �*S large enough the person completes the task and forB or �*S

small enough the person does not complete the task. There is a minor caveat to the general result,

however, because for a partially naive person there is a range where whether the person completes

the task can be non-monotonic in either�*S or B.26

Proposition 6 says that when there is a single task available, increasing importance makes a per-

son less likely to procrastinate. This effect is also present when there are multiple options available

in the sense that increasing importance makes a person less likely to procrastinate on any specific

option. But with multiple options, increasing importance also makes costly tasks more attractive,

58 . Although Propostion 6 establishes that a completely naive person delays forever if and only ify@f ? +4���,@+��,,
this does not always correspond to procrastination since the task may not be�-worthwhile. Since not completing the
task represents procrastination whenevery@f � +4��,@+��,, a more precise statement is that increasing� or increasing
y@f always decreases the likelihood of procrastination over the range where the task is�-worthwhile.

59 . See our earlier discussion of non-monotonicities in footnote 18. Once more, the results which follow arenot driven
by these non-monotonicities.
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which can make procrastination more likely. Whether increased importance increases procrastina-

tion depends on the relative importance of these two forces. As illustrated by Cases 1 to 3 of our

example, either force can dominate.

To further explore the effects of increasing importance, we consider the limit cases where a

person’s goals become really important — i.e., as eitherB $ � or �*S $ 4 for all tasks. A

crucial question for the limit cases is whether there exists a maximal productive task. Formally, the

maximal productive task in menuf is

ES4@ c �4@ � � iESc �� 5 fm;ES�c ��� 5 f either�� 	 � or �� ' � andS� � Sj .

The maximal productive task is the task which yields the maximum possible benefit at the lowest

possible cost. There does not exist a maximal productive task iff is such that the person is always

able to incur a larger cost to receive a larger benefit.

If the menu of tasksf is finite, then a maximal productive taskES4@ c �4@ � exists, and moreover

as the person’s goals become sufficiently important,ES4@ c �4@ � becomes both theq-best task and

the 	q-best task. Hence, for sufficiently high importance, the person makes her decision about

whether to delay as if she were facing the single taskES4@ c �4@ �. Even when the menu of tasks

f is infinite, a similar logic holds if a maximal productive task exists. Proposition 7 summarizes

this logic.

Proposition 7. Consider a menuf with a maximal productive taskES4@ c �4@ �.

(1) If �4@ *S4@ : E� � q�*q, then there existsBW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j for all

B : BW; and if�4@ *S4@ 	 E� � q*	q�*q, then there existsBWW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '

it�j for all B : BWW; and

(2) For any strictly increasing functions G W+n $ W+n that satisfiess E�4@ � *S4@ :

E�� qB�*qB, 7RREqc 	qc Bcf �Ef�� 9' it�j wheref �Ef� � iESc sE���mESc �� 5 fj.

Proposition 7 extends the single-task results in Proposition 6. Implicit in Proposition 6 is that a

sufficiently patient person would complete taskESc �� if �*S : E� � q�*q, and that a sufficiently

patient person would procrastinate taskESc �� if �*S 	 E� � q*	q�*q. Part 1 of Proposition 7

therefore establishes that for any menu with a maximal productive taskES4@ c �4@ �, whether a

sufficiently patient person completes a task depends on whether a sufficiently patient person would

complete taskES4@ c �4@ � if it were the only task available. Also implicit in Proposition 6 is that

for any singleton menu a person will for sure complete the task if the per-period benefit is made
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large enough. Part 2 of Proposition 7 establishes that for any menu with a maximal productive task

ES4@ c �4@ �, a person will for sure complete some task if the per-period benefits of all tasks are

made large enough.27

Proposition 7 reflects that when there is a maximal productive task, there is a limit to how much

increasing importance can exacerbate procrastination. Intuitively, importance can exacerbate pro-

crastination only because increasing importance leads a person to choose a costlier task. When

there is a maximal productive task, however, once performance is important enough the person

plans to complete the maximal productive task, and further increasing importance only makes pro-

crastination less likely.

When there is no maximal productive task, in contrast, increasing importance always leads a

person to choose a costlier task, and hence the person is more likely to procrastinate for sufficiently

important goals. Indeed, increasing patience is quite likely to induce procrastination in this case.

To formalize this claim, defineuEf� � *�4S<" t�Ti��*S� m ES�c ��� 5 f andS� � Sj. uEf� is

the ‘‘limit ratio’’ of per-period benefits to costs as the person expends ever more effort, and can be

loosely interpreted as the limit of the marginal return to additional effort.

Proposition 8. Consider a menuf with no maximal productive task. IfuEf� ' f, then for allq

and	q such that	q : q, there existsBW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j for all B : B
W.

Proposition 8 is the clearest and most striking example of how high importance can exacerbate

procrastination: Under the reasonable assumption that there is no upper bound on how much ef-

fort a person can productively put into a task but the marginal return to additional effort eventually

becomes arbitrarily small, a sufficiently patient person with any degree of naivete surely procras-

tinates. AsB approaches�, the value of even a small increase in per-period benefits becomes

enormous, and hence the optimal task involves a very large cost. But the per-period benefit of

the optimal task becomes very small relative to its cost, and therefore the person procrastinates.28

Proposition 8 is more clear when the task menu can be represented by a continuous function. The

following corollary follows directly from Proposition 8:

5: . We remind the reader that these results imply nothing about how the person would behave when her goals are only
mildly important.

5; . Proposition 8 restricts attention toO+[, @ 3 to avoid existence issues. When there is no maximal productive task,
existence requiresO+[, ? +4��,@+a��,; O+[, A 3 therefore implies no perception-perfect strategy exists for� close
enough to 1.
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Corollary 1. Suppose a function� G W+n $ W+n is continuously differentiable with��ES� : f for

all S and*�4S<" �
�ES� ' f. If f ' iESc �ES��mS 5 W+nj, then for allq and	q such that	q : q,

there existsBW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' ir�j for all B : B
W.

Corollary 1 indicates that there are some natural classes of task menus such that a person always

procrastinates when sufficiently patient. Examples include�ES� ' E@n KS�_c where@ � fc K : f

and_ 5 Efc ��; �ES� ' *?ESn ��; and�ES� ' S*E@Sn ��, where@ : f.

While sufficiently high patience unambiguously leads to procrastination in the case where there

is no maximal productive task butuEf� ' f, the implications of increasing the per-period benefits

of all tasks is more ambiguous. To illustrate, we consider multiplicative transformations of the

benefits of all tasks, definingfE&� � iESc &��mESc �� 5 fj. Multiplicative transformations are of

particular interest. For instance, if we interpret the task cost as the effort expended to find a good

investment opportunity and the task benefits as the per-dollar return, then the factor& corresponds to

the quantity of funds that a person plans to invest. The examples above which satisfy the conditions

in Corollary 1 illustrate that increasing& has an indeterminate effect on procrastination. If�ES� '

E@ n KS�_, where@c K : f and_ 5 Efc��, then there exists&W : f such that7RREqc 	qc BcfE&�� '

it�j for all & : &
W.29 If �ES� ' S*E@S n ��, where@ : f, then there exists&W : f such that

7RREqc 	qc BcfE&�� 9' it�j for all & : &W.

We have unfortunately found no useful general characterization of when multiplicative trans-

formations of the benefits induce procrastination. But it is worth exploring why in these examples

increasingB has unambiguous effects on procrastination whereas increasing& has ambiguous ef-

fects. Both increasingB and increasing& cause the person to plan on a more costly task. But

whereas forB close to 1 increasingB has little impact on the short-term benefits of completing

a task immediately, for& large increasing& obviously has a significant impact on the short-term

benefits of completing a task immediately. To see this formally, letESWEBc &�c �WEBc &�� denote the

q-best task as a function ofB and&. Proposition 8 follows because*�4B<� d�WEBc &�*SWEBc &�o is

small. The corresponding condition for increasing& is *�4&<" d&�WEBc &�*SWEBc &�o being small,

and clearly this limit can remain large even as�WEBc &�*SWEBc &� becomes small.

The indeterminate effects of increasing per-period benefits is quite general. Indeed, for anyf

such that a person completes a task, there exists a monotonic transformation of the benefits that

5< . Whend @ 3, increasing per-period benefits has no effect on procrastination — that is,Vss+�> a�> �>[+n,, is inde-
pendent ofn.
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induces procrastination — by making theq-best task significantly more costly without drastically

increasing the per-period benefits of tasks. And for anyf such that a person procrastinates, there

exists a monotonic transformation of the benefits that induces completing a task — by significantly

increasing the per-period benefits of all tasks without significantly increasing the cost of theq-best

task. But one class of transformations always eliminates procrastination no matterf:

Lemma 4. Let fE#� ' iESc � n #�mESc �� 5 fj. Then for allq, 	q, B, andf, there exists#W such

that7RREqc 	qc BcfE#�� 9' it�j for all # : #W.

A sufficiently large additive transformation in which the benefits of all tasks are increased by

the same absolute amount eliminates procrastination. This result drives home one final time the

underlying logic behind the importance-exacerbates-procrastination results. Increased importance

may induce procrastination when it induces a person to plan to exert more effort. But an additive

transformation of the benefits does not affect the optimal amount of effort to exert: The cost as-

sociated with theq-best and	q-best tasks are unchanged. Hence, when the benefits become large

enough, the person for sure completes a task.

V. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper identifies a number of lessons about naive procrastination. We believe these lessons

apply beyond our abstract model, and may be quite relevant in important economic contexts. In

O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999c], for instance, we calibrate a model of whether and how a person

invests her savings for retirement. We argue that people may significantly delay transferring savings

from their checking accounts into higher-interest accounts, even when the long-term benefits of

doing so are enormous. For example, suppose a person is saving $10,000 for retirement 30 years

from now. If the person currently earns 1-percent interest in her checking account, and knows of

an easy opportunity to earn 6-percent interest instead, it is well worth making the transfer. While

the person may or may not procrastinate when the 6-percent account is her sole alternative, choice

can greatly exacerbate her procrastination for the same reasons developed in this paper. Because

investing for retirement is so important, she may decide that she should put in the effort to do it

right — to find (say) a 6.2-percent account. Even if it is very cheap to transfer her money to the

6-percent account, she may not do so because she persistently plans to transfer directly to the 6.2-
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percent account in the near future. But she may procrastinate searching for the 6.2-percent account

for years, making herself much poorer in retirement than she would have been had she settled for

the very good option of investing in the 6-percent account.30

Moreover, reflecting our importance-exacerbates-procrastination arguments, such procrastina-

tion can be exacerbated when the person has more money to invest. For example, the person may

severely procrastinate when her principal is $10,000, but not when her principal is only $1,000.

The logic is as in this paper: She plans and executes a quick-and-easy investment strategy for the

$1,000, while she plans — but doesnot execute — a more ambitious investment strategy for the

$10,000. The calibration exercises in O’Donoghue and Rabin [1999c] also support our claim in

Section III that it needn’t take much naivete to generate procrastination, and reinforce our view that

it would be a mistake for economists studying self-control problems to focus solely on models of

complete sophistication.

We conclude with some conjectures about some realism-enhancing extensions of our model.

For instance, if instead of assuming that a person can complete only one task, we assumed that she

might be working on a number of unrelated projects at the same time, then an interesting and ironic

result can arise. When there are other projects worth doing tomorrow, not doing a task today means

the person must either delay the task for more than one day or delay the other projects. The logic

of procrastination says that a person procrastinates because she perceives the cost of delay to be

small; if the person is busy, she sees the cost of delaying as higher, and is therefore less likely to

procrastinate.31

Notice that being busy is not the same as having a larger immediate cost of completing a task.

Indeed, if the immediate cost of doing a task is exogenously increased in all periods, a person is

more likely to procrastinate. If every day a person chooses between doing her taxes versus playing

tennis, the more she likes tennis, the higher her immediate cost, and hence the less likely she is

63Madrian and Shea [2000] analyze 401(k) savings decisions for two groups of employees at a single firm, those who
must elect participation and those who are automatically enrolled unless they opt out. The groups differ in whether
the employees were hired before or after a change in the company 401(k) plan. For employees with similar tenure at
the firm, the 401(k)-participation rate is 86 percent for the latter group compared to 37 percent for the former group.
Moreover, in the automatic-enrollment group, 61 percent choose the default option of a 3-percent contribution rate
allocated entirely into a money market fund, whereas very few people who elect participation choose this option.
Such ‘‘default’’ behavior is consistent with people procrastinating on their retirement preparation. On the other hand,
Madrian and Shea also find inertia effects — people in the automatic-enrollment group who do not choose the default
option tend to choose something close to the default option — that are hard to reconcile with procrastination. See also
Choi, Laibson, and Metrick [2000] for a similar study.

64 . As Voltaire might have said, ‘‘Se vuole aver’ fatto una cosa immediatamente, la dia in mano a una persona molto
ocupata.’’
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to do her taxes. If in addition to paying her taxes she must also paint the workbench, rotate the

carburetors, or do other household chores, she might pay her taxes soon. Having only to pay her

taxes means that by playing tennis today she is only delaying completion of her taxes. Having to do

these other chores too means that by playing tennis today she is delaying completion of all chores.32

A second realistic extension is to suppose that a person need not or cannot complete a task all

at once. On many projects, a person can do a quick, cheap fix, initiating some benefits in the short

run, and later come back and do a proper job to yield the rest of the benefits. If a person is writing

a research paper, she needn’t wait until she has the final version, with all the desired results, before

distributing it. She can distribute a preliminary draft, labeled as such, telling readers that she intends

to produce a more complete paper in the near future. If a person is deciding how best to invest her

money, she can put her money in an easy-to-initiate, relatively good investment in the short run,

and then continue to search for the ideal investment.

Some preliminary analysis of such situations suggests two implications. First, if a person can

improve on what she has done in the past, it becomes more likely that she does at least a quick fix. In

our earlier investment example, for instance, if it is costless to transfer first to the 6-percent account

and then later to the 6.2-percent account (once it is found), then the person may immediately make

the first transfer, which she perceives as a short-term fix. Since the model in this paper precludes the

possibility of a short-run fix, it may overstate the likelihood that a person does absolutely nothing.

While the presence of quick fixes makes it less likely that a person does nothing, however, it also

makes it less likely that a person completes the task in the ideal way. Once a person has done a quick

fix, the short-term damage caused by delay in completing the task is relatively small, and therefore

procrastination is more likely. Once the person has put her savings in the 6-percent account, the

short-term damage caused by delay in finding the 6.2-percent account is smaller than if her savings

were still in the 1-percent checking account. Similarly, once a person has taken half an hour to

cover the roof with a tarp to effectively stop the leaks, the cost of delay in fixing the roof is smaller

than if the roof were uncovered. Hence, while our model overstates the likelihood that a person

does nothing, it also overstates the likelihood that a person actually completes the task.

Conventional economic theory says that a person does something if she believes the benefits

65 . While assuming the person has many tasks to complete might suggest a decrease in procrastination, the importance-
exacerbates-procrastination results are likely to generalize. For instance, if for every project there is no maximal
productive task butO+[, @ 3, then no matter how many projects a person faces, she will surely procrastinate on all
projects if she is patient enough.
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outweigh the costs. Models with present-biased preferences assume that people engage in con-

ventional cost/benefit analysis in formulating theirplans. But they posit that people use a sort

of immediate-cost/immediate-benefit analysis in deciding whether to do somethingnow. This al-

ternative conception of when people take actions challenges the traditional economic notion that

behavior reflects one’s preferences. As an alternative to the conventional Weak Axiom of Revealed

Preference, previous papers generate what might be called theWeak Axiom of Revealed Procrasti-

nation: If we observe somebody never doing a task when it is the only one she is considering, we

learn little about whether she prefers to do that task. This paper generates what can be called the

Strong Axiom of Revealed Procrastination: If we observe somebody never doing a task when she

has a menu of tasks to choose from, we learn even less.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. (1) If @| ' ESc �� 5 f, thenT |E@|c	tc 	qc B� ' 	qB�*E�� B�� S. Because

%WE	qc Bcf� � @h} 4@ ESc��Mf

k
	qB�*E�� B�� S

l
, %WE	qc Bcf� ' @h}4@ @M�.t�� T |E@c	tc 	qc B�.

Since any dynamically consistent beliefs	tE	qc B� must satisfy	@|E	qc B� ' @h}4@ @M� T |E@c	tc 	qc B�

for all |, it follows that for all| either	@|E	qc B� ' > or 	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�.

(2) If %WE	qc Bcf� � ESc �� is not	q-worthwhile then	qB�*E�� B�� S 	 f, which implies

	qB�*E� � B� � S 	 	qB� dB�*E�� B�� So for all � 5 i�c 2c ���j. Given	@|E	qc B� 5 i>c %WE	qc Bcf�j

for all |, the latter inequality implies@h} 4@ @M� T |E@c	tc 	qc B� ' > for all |, and so	@|E	qc B� ' >

for all |.

Suppose%WE	qc Bcf� � ESc �� is 	q-worthwhile. Given the definition of_E	qm	q�, for any

_� 5 i�c ���c _E	qm	q�j, if 	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf� and	@|3_E	qc B� ' > for all _ 5 i�c ���c _� � �j, then

@h} 4@ @M� T
|3_

�

E@c	tc 	qc B� ' >. For_�
' _E	qm	q�n�, if 	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�and	@|3_E	qc B� ' >

for all _ 5 i�c 2c ���c _���j, then@h}4@ @M� T
|3_�

E@c	tc 	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�. It follows that	tE	qc B�

must have	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf� every_E	qm	q� n � periods, and	@|E	qc B� ' > otherwise. This

condition can be satisfied only if4�?i| 5 i2c �c ���jm	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�j 5 i2c ���c _E	qm	q�n2j.

The result follows.

QED

Proof of Lemma 2. A logic analogous to that in the proof of Lemma 1 implies that for any	t,

@h} 4@ @M� T
|E@c	tc qc B� 5 i>c %WEqc Bcf�j for all |, which implies that any perception-perfect

strategy must satisfy for all| either@|Eqc 	qc B� ' > or @|Eqc 	qc B� ' %WEqc Bcf�. Moreover,

@|Eqc 	qc B� ' %WEqc Bcf� if and only if T |E%WEqc Bcf�c	tE	qc B�c qc B� � T |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B�.

We next proveT |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B� � f for all |. If %WE	qc Bcf� is not	q-worthwhile, then Lemma

1 implies the unique	tE	qc B� is t
�, in which caseT |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B� ' f. If %WE	qc Bcf� � ES�c ���

is 	q-worthwhile, then Lemma 1 implies any	tE	qc B� must yield for all|,

T |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B� ' qB_ dB��*E� � B�� S�o for some_ 5 i�c 2c ���c _E	qm	q� n �j, which is nonneg-

ative since	qB��*E�� B�� S� � f impliesB��*E� � B�� S� � f.

Suppose%WEqc Bcf� is notq-worthwhile. Then for any	tE	qc B� and for all|,

T |E%WEqc Bcf�c	tE	qc B�c qc B� 	 f � T
|E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B�, and therefore7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j.

Suppose%WEqc Bcf� � ESWc �W� is q-worthwhile but_E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q�. If %WEqc Bcf� is
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q-worthwhile then%WE	qc Bcf� must be	q-worthwhile, in which case for any	tE	qc B� and for all

|, T |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B� ' qB_ dB��*E� � B�� S�o for some_ 5 i�c 2c ���c _E	qm	q� n �j. This implies

T |E>c	tE	qc B�c qc B� � qB_E
	q�	q�n� dB��*E�� B�� S�o for all |. SinceT |E%WEqc Bcf�c	tE	qc B�c qc B� '

qB�W*E��B��S
W, @|Eqc 	qc B� ' %WEqc Bcf�only if qB�W*E��B��SW � qB_E

	q�	q�n� dB��*E� � B�� S�o.

But since the definition of_Eqm	q� implies qB�W*E� � B� � SW 	 qB_ dB��*E� � B�� S�o for all

_ � _Eqm	q�, _E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q� implies@|Eqc 	qc B� ' > for all |. Hence, if%WEqc Bcf� is

q-worthwhile but_E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q�, for any	tE	qc B� the associated perception-perfect strategy

is t
�, and thus7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j.

Finally, suppose%WEqc Bcf� is q-worthwhile and_E	qm	q� ' _Eqm	q� (it is straightforward to

show_E	qm	q� : _Eqm	q� is not possible). The definition of_Eqm	q� implies that for any	tE	qc B� the

associated perception-perfect strategy must satisfy@|Eqc 	qc B� ' %WEqc Bcf� if and only if

4�?
q
_ 5 i�c 2c ���jm	@|n_E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�

r
' _Eqm	q� n � ' _E	qm	q� n �, and otherwise

@|Eqc 	qc B� ' >. Hence, if%WEqc Bcf� is q-worthwhile and_E	qm	q� ' _Eqm	q�, then

t
� *5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf�, and anyt 5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� must satisfy%Et� ' %

WEqc Bcf� and

� Et� ' 4�?
q
| 5 i�c 2c ���j

���4�?

q
_ 5 i�c 2c ���jm	@|n_E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf�

r
' _E	qm	q� n �

r
.

Clearly, either�Et� ' � (when� E	t� ' _E	qm	q� n 2) or � Et� ' � E	t�.

QED

Proof of Proposition 1.This proof develops a series of properties that will be used in this and

other proofs. Throughout this proof, we use notation%WEqc Bcf� � ESWEq�c �WEq��.

(AA): SWEq� and�WEq� are nondecreasing inq.

Proof: Consider anyq andq � : q. The definition of%WEqc Bcf� impliesqB�WEq�*E��B��SWEq� �

qB�WEq��*E� � B� � SWEq ��; the definition of%WEq�c Bcf� impliesq �B�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq� �

q�B�WEq ��*E�� B� � SWEq��; and combining these inequalities yields

dqB*E�� B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o � SWEq�� � SWEq� � dq�B*E�� B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o. This condition

can hold only if d�WEq��� �WEq�o dSWEq��� SWEq�o � f. But �WEq�� � �WEq� 	 f andq� : q

implies dqB*E�� B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o : dq �B*E�� B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o and the condition cannot

be satisfied. Hence,�WEq��� �WEq� � f andSWEq��� SWEq� � f.

(BB): dB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq�o is nondecreasing inq.

Proof: Consider anyq andq� : q. The proof of Property (AA) establishes�WEq�� � �WEq� � f
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andSWEq��� SWEq� � dq�B*E�� B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o, which together imply

SWEq�� � SWEq� � dB*E� � B�o d�WEq��� �WEq�o, which in turn yieldsB�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq� �

B�WEq��*E�� B�� SWEq��.

(CC): If 	q ' �, then7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if and only if

qB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq� 	 qB
k
B�WE	q�*E� � B�� SWE	q�

l
.

Proof: When 	q ' �, the unique	tE	qc B� has	@|E	qc B� ' %WE	qc Bcf� for all |. Given this	tE	qc B�,

@|Eqc 	qc B� ' > for all | if and only if qB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq� 	 qB
k
B�WE	q�*E� � B�� SWE	q�

l
.

(DD): For any	q, 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if B�
WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�*q 	

B
�
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�*	q

�
.

Proof: The proof of Lemma 2 establishes7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if _E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q�. Since

_Eqm	q� must satisfyB_Eq�	q�
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B� � SWE	q�

l
: B�WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�*q �

B_Eq�	q�n�
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
and_E	qm	q� must satisfyB_E

	q�	q�
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
:

B�WE	q�*E� � B�� SWE	q�*	q � B_E
	q�	q�n�

k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
, _E	qm	q� n � � _Eqm	q� if

B�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq�*q 	 B
�
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�*	q

�
.

(EE): For any	q,7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j if qB�WEq�*E��B��SWEq� � qB
�
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

�
.

Proof: The proof of Lemma 2 establishes7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j if _E	qm	q� ' _Eqm	q�, which must

hold if _Eqm	q� ' f. _Eqm	q� ' f if and only ifqB�WEq�*E��B��SWEq� � qB
�
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

�
.

Continuity Property A: dqB�WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�o is continuous inq.

Proof: qB�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq� � 4@ ESc��Mf dqB�*E�� B�� So, which is continuous iff is

closed.

Continuity Property B: For every0 : f there existsq� : q such that for all	q 5 Eqc q��,k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
� dB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq�o 	 0.

Proof: The definition of%WEqc Bcf� impliesqB�WEq�*E��B�� SWEq� � qB�WE	q�*E��B�� SWE	q�,

which implies
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B� � SWE	q�

l
� dB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq�o �

dE�� q�*qo
k
S
WE	q�� S

WEq�
l
. It is therefore sufficient to show that for any70 : f there existsq� : q

such that for all	q 5 Eqc q��, SWE	q� � SWEq� 	 70. DefineqW � �?uiq � : q m SWEq�� : SWEq�j. If

eitherqW doesn’t exist (becauseSWEq�� ' SWEq� for all q� : q) or qW : q, the result follows.

SupposeqW ' q. Let 	S � *�4q�
<qn S

WEq�� and	� � *�4q�
<qn �

WEq��, both of which exist since
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SW and�W are nondecreasing. We must haveqB	�*E� � B� � 	S � qB�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq�, since

otherwise there would exist a neighborhood	f of E	Sc 	�� such thatESWEq�c �WEq�� is 	q-preferred to

any% 5 	f for 	q close enough toq. Given the definition of%WEqc Bcf�, we can conclude that

E	SEq�c 	�Eq�� ' ESWEq�c �WEq��, and the result follows.33

Proof of Part (1): Follows directly from the proof of Lemma 2.

Proof of Part (2): Suppose7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j for 	q ' �, in which case Property (CC)

impliesqB�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq� � qB dB�WE��*E� � B�� SWE��o. Since Property (BB) impliesk
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
� dB�WE��*E�� B�� SWE��o for all 	q 	 �, it follows that

qB�WEq�*E� � B� � SWEq� � qB
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
for all 	q, in which case Property (EE)

implies7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j for all 	q.

Suppose7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j for 	q ' �, in which case Property (CC) implies

B�WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�*q 	 B
k
B�WE	q�*E� � B�� SWE	q�*	q

l
for 	q ' �. Property (DD) and Conti-

nuity Property A imply there existsqWW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j for all 	q : qWW.

Lemma 1 implies7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j for 	q ' q. ‘‘Generically’’34, _Eqmq� satisfies

B_Eq�q� dB�WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�o : B�WEq�*E��B��SWEq�*q : B_Eq�q�n� dB�WEq�*E� � B�� SWEq�o.

Since_Eqm	q� must satisfyB_Eq�	q�
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
: B�WEq�*E�� B�� SWEq�*q �

B_Eq�	q�n�
k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
, Continuity Property B implies there existsq � : q such that

_Eqm	q� ' _Eqmq� for all 	q 5 Eqcq ��. Similarly, since_E	qm	q� must satisfy

B_E
	q�	q�

k
B�WE	q�*E�� B�� SWE	q�

l
: B�WE	q�*E��B��SWE	q�*	q � B_E

	q�	q�n�
k
B�WE	q�*E� � B�� SWE	q�

l
,

Continuity Properties A and B imply there existsq�� : q such that_E	qm	q� ' _Eqmq� for all

	q 5 Eqc q���. If qW � 4�?iq �c q ��j, then_Eqm	q� ' _E	qm	q� ' _Eqmq� for all 	q 	 qW, and therefore

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j for all 	q 	 qW. Since it is clear thatqW

� qWW, the result follows.

QED

Proof of Proposition 2. It is sufficient to show there exists a singleton suchf � iESc ��j. The

task isq-worthwhile ifqB�*E�� B�� S : f or �*S : E�� B�*EqB�. Property (DD) from the proof

of Proposition 1 implies7RREqc 	qc Bcf� '
�
t
�
�

if B�*E� � B� � S*q 	 B
k
B�*E� � B�� S*	q

l
, or

66This last step relies on our assumption that if the setE � dujpd{+f>y,5[ ^��y@+4� �,� f` is not a singleton, then
{�+�> �>[, is the task+f�> y�, 5 E such thaty� @ pd{ iym+f> y, 5 Ej.

67By ‘‘generically’’, we mean ruling out knife-edge parameters where�y�+�,@+4� �,� f�+�,@� @

�g+�m�,.4 ^�y�+�,@+4� �, � f�+�,`.
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�*S 	
�
� � qB*	q

�
*EqB�. 	q : q implies

�
�� qB*	q

�
*EqB� : E��B�*EqB�, and thus there exists

ESc �� such that
�
� � qB*	q

�
*EqB� : �*S : E�� B�*EqB�. The result follows.

QED

Proof of Proposition 3.(1a) If t� is not procrastination, then no task inf is q-worthwhile. For

any t 9' t
�, L �Et�Etcqc B� 	 f ' L �Et�Et�cqc B�, which implies thatt� is Pareto-efficient. Ift�

is procrastination, then task%WEqc Bcf� � ESc �� is q-worthwhile. For anyt satisfying� Et� ' �

and%Et� ' %WEqc Bcf�, L�Etcqc B� � f ' L �Et�cqc B� andL |Etc qc B� : f ' L |Et�cqc B� for all

| 5 i2c �c ���j, which implies thatt� is Pareto-inefficient.

(1b) Letting%WE�c Bcf� � ESWc �W�, `uEt�c B� ' 4@ ifc dB*E�� B�o�W*SW � �j. If t
� is not

procrastination, then no task inf is q-worthwhile. ESWc �W� notq-worthwhile implies

qB�W*E� � B�� SW 	 f or dB*E� � B�o �W*SW 	 �*q. Hence,̀ uEt�c B� 	 �*q � � ' E� � q�*q.

(2a) Lemma 2 implies that if7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j then there existst 5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� such

that� Et� � _Eqmq� n �. The result is then a direct implication of parts (2b) and (2c).

(2b) Anyt 5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� with � Et� � _Eqmq� n � is Pareto-efficient because (i) anyt� 9' t

with � Et�� ' � Et� and%Et�� ' %WEqc Bcf� yieldsL |Et�
cqc B� ' L |Etc qc B� for all |; (ii) any t

� 9' t

with �Et�� ' � Et� and%Et�� 9' %
WEqc Bcf� yieldsL �Et�Et�

cqc B� 	 L �Et�Etcqc B�; (iii) any t
� 9' t

with � Et�� : � Et� yieldsL �Et��Et�
cqc B� 	 L �Et��Etcqc B� because having completed%WEqc Bcf�

in the past is better than completing any task now; and (iv) anyt
� 9' t with � Et�� 	 � Et� yields

L
�Et��Et�

cqc B� 	 L �Et��Etcqc B� because�Et� � _Eqmq� n � implies completing%WEqc Bcf� in

� Et�� �Et�� periods is better than completing any task now.

Any t 5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� with � Et� : _Eqmq�n� is Pareto-dominated by any strategyt
� 9' t with

� Et�� ' � and%Et�� ' %WEqc Bcf�. The definition of_Eqmq� impliesL �Et�
cqc B� : L�Etcqc B�,

and since having completed%WEqc Bcf� in the past is better than completing%WEqc Bcf� now or in

the future,L |Et�
cqc B� � L

|Etcqc B� for all | � 2.

(2c)`uEtc B� ' E�*SW�
k
EB�W*E�� B� � S

W�� B
�Et�3� EB�*E�� B�� S�

l
where%WEqc Bcf� �

ESc �� and%WE�c Bcf� � ESWc �W�. If � Et� ' �, B�Et�3� EB�*E�� B�� S� ' B�*E� � B�� S �

B�*E� � B�� S*q. If � Et� 5 i2c ���c _Eqmq� n �j, then the definition of_Eqmq� implies

B�Et�3� EB�*E� � B�� S� : B�*E� � B� � S*q. Hence, for anyt 5 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� with �Et� �

_Eqmq� n �, `uEtc B� � E�*SW� dEB�W*E�� B�� SW�� EB�*E� � B�� S*q�o. %WEqc Bcf� � ESc ��
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impliesB�*E� � B�� S*q � B�W*E�� B�� SW*q, which yields`uEtc B� � E�� q�*q.

QED

Proof of Proposition 4. (1) It is sufficient to prove each result for a singletonf � iESc ��j.

Property (DD) from the proof of Proposition 1 implies that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if

B�*E� � B�� S*q 	 B
�
B�*E�� B�� S*	q

�
, or �*S 	 E�� qB*	q�*EqB�. As long as�*S :

E�� B�*B,`uEt�c B� ' dB*E� � B�o �*S� � (and otherwisè uEt�c B� ' f). Hence, for any0 : f

there existsf � iESc ��j such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j and`uEt�c B� :�
dB*E� � B�o

k
E� � qB*	q�*EqB�

l
� �

�
� 0. Since	q : q implies�

dB*E� � B�o
k
E� � qB*	q�*EqB�

l
� �

�
: E� � q�*q, the result follows.

(2) This result is a straightforward extension of the proof of part (1) — if we can choosef and

B, then we can makè uEt�c B� arbitrarily large by choosingB sufficiently close to 1.

QED

Proof of Lemma 3. (1) Given that%WEqc Bcf� � @h}4@ ESc��Mf dqB�*E� � B�� So, it is clear

that@h} 4@ ESc��Mf � dqB��*E�� B��� So ' }E%WEqc Bcf��. That7RREqc 	qc B�cf �� ' it�j if

}E%WEqc Bcf�� � ESWc �W� is such that�W*SW 	
�
� � qB�*	q

�1
EqB�� follows directly from the

following property:

Property (FF): For any menuf, if %WEqc Bcf� � ESc �� then for any	q, 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if

B�*E� � B�� S*q 	 B
�
B�*E�� B�� S*	q

�
.

Proof: Letting%WE	qc Bcf� ' ES�c ���, Property (DD) from the proof of Proposition 1 says

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if B�*E��B��S*q 	 B
�
B��*E� � B�� S�*	q

�
. Since%WE	qc Bcf� ' ES�c ���

impliesB��*E�� B�� S�*	q � B�*E� � B�� S*	q, the result follows.

(2) Let B� ' B and let}ESc �� ' ES n ?c � n ?E� � B�*EqB��. f � andB� satisfy condition (i) for

any?. Letting%WEqc Bcf� � ES
J
c �

J
� and%WEqc B�cf �� � ESWc �W�, part 1 impliesSW ' S

J
n ? and

�
W ' �J n ?E� � B�*EqB�. Because*�4?<" d�W*SWo ' E� � B�*EqB� 	

�
�� qB*	q

�
*EqB� given

	q : q, for ? large enoughf � andB� satisfy condition (ii) as well.

QED

Proof of Proposition 5.(1) Proposition 1 establishes7RREqc qc Bcf� 9' it�j if and only if there

exists% 5 f that isq-worthwhile.f �
� f implies that if there exists% 5 f that isq-worthwhile,

then there exists% 5 f � that isq-worthwhile, and the result follows.
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(2) Define%WEqc Bcf� � ESWc �W�, and consider%�
� ES�c ��� with S� : SW. If

qB��*E� � B�� S� : qB�W*E� � B�� SW, then%WEqc Bcf ^ %�� ' %�. If in addition

B��*E��B��S�*q 	 B
�
B��*E� � B�� S�*	q

�
, then Property (FF) from the proof of Lemma 3 implies

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j. We can rewrite the first inequality asE��
� �

W�*ES� � SW� : E�� B�*EqB�,

and the second inequality as��*S� 	 E� � qB*	q�*EqB�. Since	q : q impliesE� � qB*	q�*EqB� :

E�� B�*EqB�, for anyESWc �W� there existsES�c ��� 5 W+2

n with S
�
: S

W that satisfies both properties.

QED

Proof of Proposition 6.(1) Whenf � iESc ��j, Property (CC) from the proof of Proposition 1

becomes if	q ' �, then7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if and only ifqB�*E��B��S 	 qB dB�*E� � B�� So,

which can be rearranged as�*S 	 E�� qB�*EqB� or B 	 S*Eq� n qS�.

(2) Whenf � iESc ��j, Property (EE) from the proof of Proposition 1 becomes for any	q,

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j if qB�*E��B��S � qB dB�*E� � B�� So, which can be rearranged as�*S �

E� � qB�*EqB� or B � S*Eq� n qS�. Whenf � iESc ��j, Property (DD) from the proof of Propo-

sition 1 becomes for any	q, 7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if B�*E� � B�� S*q 	 B
k
B�*E�� B� � S*	q

l
,

which can be rearranged as�*S 	 E�� qB*	q�*EqB� or B 	 S*Eq� n qS*	q�.

QED

Proof of Proposition 7. (1) Define%WEqc Bcf� � ESWEB�c �WEB��. We first prove that

*�4B<� d�WEB�*SWEB�o ' �4@ *S4@ . SW and�W must be nondecreasing inB (the logic is exactly analo-

gous to that used to prove Property (AA) in the proof of Proposition 1), which implies*�4B<� S
WEB�

and*�4B<� �
WEB� both exist. Note that for anyESc �� andES�c ��� satisfyingS� : S and�� : �, there

existsB� 	 � such thatqB��*E�� B�� S� : qB�*E�� B�� S for all B : B�. Since for anyESc �� 5 f

with S 	 S4@ there existsES�
c �

�� 5 f with S� : S and�� : �, for anyESc �� 5 f with S 	 S4@ we

must have*�4B<� S
WEB� : S. ThenSWEB� � S4@ for all B implies *�4B<� S

WEB� ' S
4@ . It follows

directly that*�4B<� �
WEB� ' �

4@ and therefore*�4B<� d�WEB�*SWEB�o ' �4@ *S4@ .

Suppose�4@ *S4@ 	 E� � q*	q�*q. Property (FF) from the proof of Lemma 3 implies

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j if �WEB�*SWEB� 	 E�� qB*	q�*EqB�. BecauseE�� q*	q�*q 	

E�� qB*	q�*EqB�, *�4B<� d�WEB�*SWEB�o ' �4@ *S4@ 	 E� � q*	q�*q implies there exists

BW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j for all B : B
W.

Suppose�4@ *S4@ : E�� q�*q. To prove that there existsBW 	 � such that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9'
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it�j for all B : BW, we prove that�4@ *S4@ : E� � qB�*EqB� implies7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j,

from which the result follows because�4@ *S4@ : E��q�*q implies there existsBW 	 � such that

�4@ *S4@ : E� � qB�*EqB� for all B : BW. Let %WEqc Bcf� � ESWc �W� and%WE	qc Bcf� � ES�c ���.

%WE	qc Bcf� ' ES�c ��� implies	qB��*E�� B�� S� � 	qB�4@ *E�� B� � S4@ , or�k
	qB*E� � B�

l
�

�*S�
� �

�
S

� �

�k
	qB*E�� B�

l
�4@ *S4@ 

� �

�
S
4@ . S

� � S
4@ implies ��*S� :

�4@ *S4@ and so��*S� : E��qB�*EqB�, which impliesqB��*E�� B�� S� � qB dB��*E�� B�� S�o.

Then%WEqc Bcf� ' ESWc �W� impliesqB�W*E��B��SW � qB��*E��B��S� � qB dB��*E�� B�� S�o,

in which case Property (EE) from the proof of Proposition 1 implies7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j.

(2) LetES4@ �c �4@ �� denote the maximal productive task in menuf �Ef�. s increasing implies

S4@ � ' S4@ and�4@ � ' sE�4@ �. Hence,�4@ �*S4@ � ' s E�4@ �*S4@ : �3qB

qB
, in which case it

follows from the proof of part (1) that7RREqc 	qc Bcf� 9' it�j.

QED

Proof of Proposition 8.uEf� ' f implies there existsS 	 4 such that anyESc �� 5 f with

S : S has�*S 	 E� � q*	q�*q. Given E� � q*	q�*q 	 E� � qB*	q�*EqB� for any B 	 �, and

given Property (FF) from the proof of Lemma 3, if%WEqc Bcf� ' ESc �� for someS : S then

7RREqc 	qc Bcf� ' it�j. Defining%WEqc Bcf� � ESWEB�c �WEB�� as in the proof of Proposition 7, it

remains to show that there existsBW 	 � such thatSWEB� : S for all B : BW. Extending the logic

from the proof of Proposition 7 to the case where for everyESc �� 5 f there existsES�c ��� 5 f

with S� : S and�� : �, we conclude*�4B<� S
WEB� '4. The result follows.

QED

Proof of Lemma 4.First note that%WEqc Bcf� ' ESWc �W� implies%WEqc BcfE#�� ' ESWc �Wn #�

and%WE	qc Bcf� ' ES�c ��� implies%WE	qc BcfE#�� ' ES�c �� n #�. Property (EE) from the proof of

Proposition 1 then implies that for any#, 7RREqc 	qc BcfE#�� 9' it�j if qBE�W n #�*E�� B�� SW �

qB EBE�� n #�*E�� B� � S��, or # � B��*E�� B�� �W*E�� B� n SW*EqB�� S�. The result follows.

QED

Cornell University

University of California at Berkeley
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